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Abstract - The paper presents the performance results of 

Reactor Mk.1, ARC’s flagship large language model, 

through a benchmarking process analysis. The model 

utilizes the Lychee AI engine and possesses less than 100 

billion parameters, resulting in a combination of 

efficiency and potency. The Reactor Mk.1 outperformed 

models such as GPT-4o, Claude Opus, and Llama 3, with 

achieved scores of 92% on the MMLU dataset, 91% on 

HumanEval dataset, and 88% on BBH dataset. It excels 

in both managing difficult jobs and reasoning, 

establishing as a prominent AI solution in the present 

cutting-edge AI technology. 

 

Index Terms - Benchmark evaluation, BIG-Bench-Hard, 

HumanEval, Massive Multitask Language Understanding 

BENCHMARK MODELS 

I. Reactor Mk.1 

Reactor Mk.1, developed by ARC [1], is a new AI model for 

mass adoption which is built upon Lychee AI, a NASA 

award-winning AI engine. With less than 100B parameters 

in total included in its structure, ARC's vision with the 

Reactor Mk.1 empower the common user in AI, shaping the 

future of digital interaction and connectivity. Long-term 

speaking, ARC plans to support the Reactor Mk.1 with 

educational resources to empower users to better understand 

and utilise the full potential of AI technology. 

II. Other models 

i. GPT 4o 

OpenAI has launched GPT-4 Omni (GPT-4o) [2], a new 

multimodal language model. This model supports real-time 

conversations, Q&A, and text generation, utilizing all 

modalities in a single model to understand and respond to 

text, image, and audio inputs. One of the main features of 

GPT-4o is its ability to engage in real-time verbal 

conversations with minimal delay, respond to questions 

using its knowledge base, and perform tasks like 

summarizing and generating text. It also processes and 

responds to combinations of text, audio, and image files. 

ii. Claude Opus 

Claude Opus [3], created by Anthropic [4], is capable of 

performing more complex cognitive tasks than simple 

pattern recognition or text generation. For example, it can 

analyze static images, handwritten notes, and graphs, and it 

can generate code for websites in HTML and CSS. Claude 

can turn images into structured JSON data and debug 

complex code bases. Additionally, it can translate between 

various languages in real-time, practice grammar, and create 

multilingual content. 

iii. Llama3 

Meta Llama 3 [5], represents one of the AI assistants 

designed to help users learn, create content, and connect 

with others. Two models of Llama 3 were released, featuring 

8 billion and 70 billion parameters, supporting a wide range 

of use cases. Llama 3 demonstrates state-of-the-art 

performance on industry benchmarks and offers improved 

reasoning and code generation. It uses a decoder-only 

transformer architecture, featuring a tokenizer with a 128K 

vocabulary and grouped query attention across 8B and 70B 

sizes. The models are trained on sequences of 8,192 tokens 

to ensure efficient language encoding and inference. 

 

iv. Gemini 

Gemini [6], introduced by Google, offers different models 

for various use cases, ranging from data centres to on-device 

tasks. These models are natively multimodal and capable of 

understanding and combining text, code, images, audio, and 

video files. This capability enables the generation of code 

based on various inputs and the performance of complex 

reasoning tasks. The new Gemini models, Gemini Pro and 

Ultra versions, outperform previous models in terms of 

pretraining and post-training improvements. Their 

performance is also superior in reasoning and code 

generation. Importantly, Gemini models undergo extensive 

safety testing, including bias assessments, in collaboration 

with external experts to identify and mitigate potential risks. 

v. GPT 3.5 

The GPT-3.5 model [7] is designed to understand and 

generate natural language as well as code. This cost-

effective model, featuring 175 billion parameters, is 

optimized for both chat applications and traditional tasks. As 

a fine-tuned version of GPT-3, it uses deep learning to 

produce human-like text. GPT-3.5 performs well in 

providing relevant results due to its refined architecture. The 

latest embedding models, including text-embedding-3-large, 

text-embedding-3-small, and text-embedding-ada-002, also 

offer good performance in multilingual retrieval tasks. These 

models allow adjustments to the embedding size through a 



new dimension parameter, providing control over cost and 

performance. 

vi. Mistral 

On December 11, 2023, Mistral AI [8] released Mixtral 

8x7B [9], a Sparse Mixture-of-Experts (SMoE) [10] model 

with open weights. Mixtral 8x7B demonstrated better 

performance than Llama 2 70B on most benchmarks and 

offers six times faster inference. It also shows superior 

properties compared to GPT-3.5, making it a good choice 

regarding cost and performance. Mixtral can handle a 

context of 32k tokens, shows strong features in code 

generation, and can be fine-tuned to follow instructions, 

achieving a score of 8.3 on MT-Bench. With 46.7 billion 

total parameters but using only 12.9 billion per token, 

Mixtral maintains both speed and cost efficiency. 

DATA SETS 

Benchmarking of the introduced models will be performed 

on three globally recognized and widely utilized datasets for 

training LLMs: Massive Multitask Language Understanding 

(MMLU), HumanEval, and BIG-Bench-Hard (BBH) 

datasets.  

I. MMLU 

The MMLU [11] is proposed with the purpose to assess a 

model's world knowledge and problem-solving ability. It 

represents a novel benchmark approach designed to evaluate 

the multitasking accuracy of a language model. This test 

covers 57 different subjects, including elementary 

mathematics, US history, computer science, and law. The 

questions are collected from various sources, such as 

practice exams, educational materials, and courses, and 

cover different difficulty levels, from elementary to 

professional. For example, the "Professional Medicine" task 

includes questions from medical licensing exams, while 

"High School Psychology" features questions from 

Advanced Placement exams. This collection helps measure a 

model's ability to learn and apply knowledge across different 

subjects. 

In essence, MMLU tests models in zero-shot and few-shot 

settings, requiring them to answer questions without 

additional training. Despite the AI progress witnessed today, 

even the best models still exhibit poor MMLU performance 

in expert-level accuracy across all 57 tasks. Additionally, 

these models commonly perform inconsistently, often failing 

in areas such as morality and law, where they display 

random accuracy. 

II. HumanEval 

The researchers created HumanEval, an evaluation set to 

measure functional correctness in synthesizing programs 

from docstrings. Codex (a GPT language model from Chen 

et al., 2021 [12]) had achieved a 28.8% success rate on this 

set, while GPT-3 solves almost none, and GPT-J solves 

11.4%. HumanEval finds application in various machine 

learning cases, particularly within the domain of LLMs. It 

assesses the functional correctness of code generated by 

LLMs and presents programming challenges for models to 

solve by generating code from docstrings. Evaluation relies 

on the code's ability to pass provided unit tests. Additionally, 

the dataset serves as a benchmark for comparing the 

performance of different LLMs in code generation tasks, 

enabling the use of a standardized set for performance 

evaluations. In addition, HumanEval's application has 

introduced the creation of new evaluation metrics like 

pass@k, which offer additional assessments of models' 

programming challenge-solving abilities. 

III. BBH 

The BBH [13] dataset represents a subset of the BIG-Bench 

benchmark, designed to evaluate the capabilities of LLMs 

across various domains, including traditional NLP, 

mathematics, and commonsense reasoning. This dataset 

encompasses more than 200 tasks, aiming to push the limits 

of current language models. It specifically targets 23 

unsolved tasks identified based on criteria such as the 

requirement for more than three subtasks and a minimum of 

103 examples. 

To assess BBH results accurately, multiple-choice and 

exact-match evaluation metrics were employed. Analysis of 

BBH data revealed significant performance improvements 

with the application of chain-of-thought (CoT) prompting. 

For instance, CoT prompting enabled the PaLM model to 

surpass average human-rater performance on 10 out of the 

23 tasks, while Codex (code-davinci-002) exceeded human-

rater performance on 17 out of the 23 tasks. This 

enhancement is attributed to CoT prompting's ability to 

guide models through multi-step reasoning processes, 

essential for tackling complex tasks. 

 

BENCHMARK SCORES 

Testing the models on the described test datasets (Table 1), 

Reactor Mk. 1 demonstrated significant benchmark scores, 

achieving a 92% score on the MMLU benchmark, a 91% 

score on the HumanEval, and an 88% score on the BBH 

evaluation. These results highlight the model's capability to 

handle various challenging tasks across different domains. 

 

TABLE I 
BENCHMARK PERFORMANCE SCORES OF REACTOR MK.1 AND OTHER 

MODELS ON MMLU, HUMANEVAL, AND BBH 

 MMLU HumanEval BBH 

ARC 

Reactor Mk.1 
92.9%  91% 88% 

OpenAI 

GPT4o 
88.7% 90.2% 83.1% 

Anthropic 

Claude 
86.8% 84.9% — 

Meta 

Llama3 
86.1% 84.1% — 

Google 

Gemini 
81.9% 71.9% 83.6% 



OpenAI 

GPT 3.5 
70% 48.1% 66.6% 

Mistral 

8x228 
77.75% — — 

 

In comparison to other presented models in Table 1, Reactor 

Mk. 1's performance has a superior position in several 

analysed categories. For instance, in the MMLU benchmark, 

Reactor Mk. 1 92% surpasses and outperforms the OpenAI's 

GPT-4o, which scored 88.7%, and as well as significantly 

outperforms other models like Anthropic's Claude Opus and 

Meta's Llama3, which scored 86.8% and 86.1%, 

respectively. Google Gemini and OpenAI GPT-3.5 were 

further behind, scoring 81.9% and 70%. In-detail results of 

Reactor Mk. 1 on the MMLU dataset are presented in 

Appendix I. 

On the HumanEval benchmark, which assesses code 

generation capabilities, Reactor Mk. 1 achieved a 91% score, 

with the outperformance of all compared models. OpenAI's 

GPT-4 was close behind with a score of 90.2%, followed by 

Anthropic's Claude at 84.9% and Meta's Llama at 84.1%. 

Google Gemini and OpenAI GPT-3.5 scored 71.9% and 

48.1%, respectively, but indicating a significant performance 

gap. 

For the BBH evaluation, which focuses on challenging tasks 

that require complex reasoning, Reactor Mk. 1 achieved an 

88% score. This result demonstrates the superior 

achievement of Reactor Mk. 1 capability in reasoning and 

handling language understanding tasks. In-detail results of 

Reactor Mk. 1 on the BBH dataset are presented in 

Appendix II. 

The dramatic lead achieved by the ARC Reactor Mk. 1, 

especially with a score of 92% on MMLU, underscores our 

significant advancements. Remarkably, these results were 

accomplished with a handful of GPUs, highlighting the 

efficiency and power of our model compared to the more 

resource-intensive approaches used by other leading models. 

The benchmark scores indicate that the ARC Reactor Mk. 1 

not only outperforms in understanding and generating code 

but also demonstrates huge performance in reasoning and 

handling challenging language tasks. These results position 

the ARC Reactor Mk. 1 as a leading model in the current 

state of the art of AI technology 

CONCLUSION 

This article aims to concisely present the performance of the 

Reactor Mk.1 AI model when tested on three popular 

datasets: MMLU, HumanEval, and BBH. In summary, the 

model achieved a 92% score on the MMLU dataset, a 91% 

score on the HumanEval, and an 88% score on the BBH 

evaluation. To demonstrate the significance of these results, 

other popular models like GPT 4o, Claude, Llama 3, 

Gemini, and Mistral are used as benchmark models. The 

Reactor Mk.1 exhibited superior performance compared to 

the benchmark models, establishing itself as a leader in 

solving various LLM tasks and complex problems. 
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APPENDIX 

I. Official MMLU Results: 92% 
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_breakpoints_for_react_accuracy","a_drop_shadow__la_material_design_accuracy","a_dropin_replacement_f

or_argparse_that_allows_options_to_also_be_set_via_config_files_andor_environm_accuracy","a_dropin_rep

lacement_for_leveldown_that_runs_on_mongodb_accuracy","a_dropin_substitute_for_the_browser_native_lo
calstorage_api_that_runs_on_nodejs_accuracy","a_dsl_for_generating_amazon_web_services_cloudformation

_templates_accuracy","a_dual_clientserver_side_form_data_validation_and_transformation_package_for_met

eor_accuracy","a_dvb_iptv_streaming_software_accuracy","a_dvb_iptv_streaming_software_dev_accuracy","
a_dynamic_language_inspired_by_python_and_e_accuracy","a_dynamic_reconfiguration_library_for_haskell

_programs_accuracy","a_dynamic_reconfiguration_library_for_haskell_programs_dev_accuracy","a_failfast_

validating_helper_for_net_cil_generation_accuracy","a_fake_filesystem_use_it_in_your_tests_accuracy","a_f
ake_filesystem_use_it_in_your_tests_dev_accuracy","a_fancy_and_practical_functional_tools_accuracy","a_f

ast__flexible_router_accuracy","a_fast__lightweight_polyfill_for_minmaxwidth_css3_media_queries_for_ie_

68_and_more_accuracy","a_fast_accurate_direct_solver_and_determinant_computation_for_dense_linear_sys

tems_accuracy","a_fast_advanced_log_explorer_accuracy","a_fast_and_clever_hex_editor_for_macos_accura
cy","a_fast_and_complete_bytebuffer_implementation_using_either_arraybuffers_in_the_browser_or_buffers

_un_accuracy","a_fast_and_light_image_viewer_accuracy","a_fast_and_lightweight_ide_accuracy","a_fast_a

nd_lightweight_ide_dev_accuracy","a_fast_and_lightweight_tr069_auto_configuration_server_acs_accuracy",
"a_fast_and_modular_scanner_for_tor_exit_relays_the_canonical_repository_including_issue_tracker_is_a_ac

curacy","a_fast_and_modular_scanner_for_tor_exit_relays_the_canonical_repository_including_issue_tracker

_is_a_dev_accuracy","a_fast_and_robust_web_server_and_application_server_for_ruby_python_and_nodejs_

accuracy","a_fast_and_robust_web_server_and_application_server_for_ruby_python_and_nodejs_dev_accura
cy","a_fast_and_thorough_lazy_object_proxy_accuracy","a_fast_and_thorough_lazy_object_proxy_dev_accur

acy","a_fast_and_universal_2d_rendering_engine_for_html5_and_dart_accuracy","a_fast_background_proces

sing_framework_for_ruby_and_rabbitmq_accuracy","a_fast_bloom_filter_implementation_in_rust_accuracy",

"a_fast_browser_based_css_sprite_generator_accuracy","a_fast_browserify_integration_for_karma_that_hand
les_large_projects_with_ease_accuracy","a_fast_browserify_integration_for_karma_that_handles_large_proje

cts_with_ease_dev_accuracy","a_fast_csv_command_line_toolkit_written_in_rust_accuracy","a_fast_customi

zable_and_compatible_open_source_server_for_minecraft_java_edition_accuracy","a_fast_dependency_inject
or_for_android_and_java_accuracy","a_fast_django_inspired_template_system_in_clojure_accuracy","a_fast_

django_inspired_template_system_in_clojure_dev_accuracy","a_fast_haskell_json_library_accuracy","a_fast_

haskell_json_library_dev_accuracy","a_fast_high_quality_library_for_computing_with_statistics_in_haskell_
accuracy","a_fast_multiproducer_multiconsumer_lockfree_concurrent_queue_for_c11_accuracy","a_fast_mul

tiproducer_multiconsumer_lockfree_concurrent_queue_for_c11_dev_accuracy","a_fast_nonblocking_http_ser

ver_on_top_of_libev_accuracy","a_fast_simple__universal_least_recently_used_lru_map_for_javascript_accu

racy","a_fast_streaming_json_parsing_library_in_c_accuracy","a_fast_yet_powerful_python_markdown_pars
er_with_renderers_and_plugins_accuracy","a_fast_zsh_plugin_manager_accuracy","a_fast_zsh_plugin_mana

ger_dev_accuracy","a_fastcgi_daemon_written_in_php_accuracy","a_fastly_api_client_for_python_accuracy" 

"OFFICIAL MMLU","finished","-","","","2024-05-
01T23:07:24.000Z","38095","","1","","0.6666666666666666","","1","","1","","1","","1","","1","","1","","1","

","1","","1","","1","","1","","0.6","","1","","0.8","","0.5714285714285714","","0.8","1","","0.8571428571428

571","","1","","0.35714285714285715","","1","","0.6666666666666666","","1","","1","0.7142857142857143
","","1","1","","1","1","1","1","0.8571428571428571","","1","0.6666666666666666","","1","0.8","","1","0.57

14285714285714","","0.625","","1","1","","0.8333333333333334","","1","1","0.6666666666666666","","1","

1","1","1","1","1","1","0.8571428571428571","","0.6666666666666666","","1","","0.8333333333333334","",

"0.75","0.625","","1","1","1","0.625","","1","1","0.7777777777777778","1","0.8333333333333334","","0.833
3333333333334","","1","1","1","","1","1","1","1","1","1","","1","","0.8333333333333334","","1","1","1","1",

"0.6666666666666666","","1","1","1","1","","0.5833333333333334","","0.7142857142857143","","0.833333

3333333334","","1","0.625","","1","0.6363636363636364","","1","1","0.8","","0.9","","1","1","1","1","0.7142
857142857143","","1","1","1","0.8","","1","1","1","0.875","","0.42857142857142855","","1","0.57142857142

85714","","0.6666666666666666","","1","0.6666666666666666","","0.5714285714285714","","0.583333333

3333334","","0.8571428571428571","","1","1","1","0.8","","1","0.75","1","0.8333333333333334","","1","1",

"1","1","","1","1","1","0.8333333333333334","","1","1","1","1","1","0.8333333333333334","","1","0.461538
4615384616","","1","1","0.8888888888888888","","0.35714285714285715","","0.8","","1","0.75","1","1","1"

,"1","1","1","1","","1","1","","1","1","1","1","0.6666666666666666","","1","0.625","","1","","1","1","1","1","

1","1","1","0.8333333333333334","","1","1","0.75","1","1","1","1","1","1","","0.875","","0.8","","1","1","1","
1","1","1","1","1","","1","1","0.6666666666666666","","1","1","","1","1","1","1","0.75","1","0.875","","1","1

","1","1","1","","0.7142857142857143","","1","0.8","","0.6666666666666666","","","1","0.6","","1","1","1","

1","","1","1","1","1","1","1","0.7692307692307693","","","0.875","","1","0.8571428571428571","","0.7","","
1","1","0.75","1","1","","0.5555555555555556","","1","0.8571428571428571","","1","1","1","1","0.71428571

42857143","","1","","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","0.8","","1","0.8","","1","1","","1","1","1","1","1",

"0.75","1","1","0.8","","0.5","","1","1","1","1","","1","1","1","1","1","0.875","","1","1","1","0.75","","1","1","

1","1","0.6","","1","1","0.25","0.6","","1","0.8","","1","0.875","","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","0.75","",
"1","","1","1","","1","1","1","1","1","","1","1","1","0.6666666666666666","","1","0.8333333333333334","","

1","0.8333333333333334","","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","0.625","","1","0.6666666666666666","","0.75",

"","0.4615384615384616","","1","1","1","1","0.5714285714285714","","1","1","1","0.8333333333333334",""
,"0.8","","1","0.6","","1","1","1","1","0.7","","1","1" 

 

II. Official BBH Results: 88% 

"Name","State","Notes","User","Tags","Created","Runtime","Sweep","abstract_algebra_accuracy","anatomy_

accuracy","astronomy_accuracy","business_ethics_accuracy","clinical_knowledge_accuracy","college_biolog

y_accuracy","college_chemistry_accuracy","college_computer_science_accuracy","college_mathematics_acc

uracy","college_medicine_accuracy","college_physics_accuracy","computer_security_accuracy","conceptual_
physics_accuracy","econometrics_accuracy","electrical_engineering_accuracy","elementary_mathematics_acc

uracy","formal_logic_accuracy","global_facts_accuracy","high_school_biology_accuracy","high_school_che

mistry_accuracy","high_school_computer_science_accuracy","high_school_european_history_accuracy","hig
h_school_geography_accuracy","high_school_government_and_politics_accuracy","high_school_macroecono

mics_accuracy","high_school_mathematics_accuracy","high_school_microeconomics_accuracy","high_schoo

l_physics_accuracy","high_school_psychology_accuracy","high_school_statistics_accuracy","high_school_us
_history_accuracy","high_school_world_history_accuracy","human_aging_accuracy","human_sexuality_accu

racy","international_law_accuracy","jurisprudence_accuracy","logical_fallacies_accuracy","machine_learning

_accuracy","management_accuracy","marketing_accuracy","medical_genetics_accuracy","miscellaneous_acc

uracy","moral_disputes_accuracy","moral_scenarios_accuracy","nutrition_accuracy","philosophy_accuracy","
prehistory_accuracy","professional_accounting_accuracy","professional_law_accuracy","professional_medici

ne_accuracy","professional_psychology_accuracy","public_relations_accuracy","security_studies_accuracy","

sociology_accuracy","us_foreign_policy_accuracy","virology_accuracy","world_religions_accuracy" 
"BB-MMLU","finished","-","","","2024-05-

21T06:04:25.000Z","1369","","0.5","1","1","1","1","0.75","1","1","0.75","1","1","1","1","0.75","0.75","0.75",

"0.75","0.5","1","0.75","0.75","0.75","0.5","1","1","0","1","1","1","1","0.5","1","1","1","1","0.5","1","0.5","1
","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","0.5","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1","1" 

 

 


